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NEJM INSTITUTION ADMINISTRATION CENTER 
 

 

 

Log on to: www.nejm.org/institutional-administration-center to set up your account and enter IPs (if you haven’t already 

done so). 
 

Site license administrators can manage their institutional accounts in the Institution Administration Center. As the administrator 

you are able to add or edit IP addresses, obtain usage reports, add institutional branding (text and logo), and enter OpenURL 

reference links. You may also update your email address, password, personal information, and alert preferences. 
 

Interlibrary Loan (“ILL”): You may supply single copies of articles from NEJM.org to a noncommercial library located in the same 

country as the licensee by post, facsimile, or digital transmission, provided such use is in accordance with applicable copyright 

law and subscriber’s ILL procedures. 
 

Course Packs and Electronic Reserves: You may link to or display discrete items of content from NEJM.org in course management 

systems via a secure network in connection with course instruction. 
 

Contact us: For questions regarding your account please email us at institutionsales@nejm.org or contact your representative 

directly: 

Americas   Mike Tavares  mtavares@nejm.org (781) 434-7095 

   Ellie Phillipo  ephillipo@nejm.org (781) 434-7135 

Asia/Pacific  Rob McKinney  rmckinney@nejm.org (781) 434-7069 

Europe/Middle East/Africa Patrice Skelley  pskelley@nejm.org (781) 434-7380 

 

STAY CONNECTED 
 

 

NEJM LibraryHub:  This new website is your source for ideas, information, and tools that enable you and your institution to make full use of the 

rich content and multimedia available with your site license. Includes feature articles on medical librarianship and NEJM Group products and 
initiatives. Sign up to be alerted when new articles are posted at libraryhub.nejm.org/. 

 

Follow us on Twitter: @NEJMLibHub: Stay current with the latest articles and discussions. 

 

NEJM THIS WEEK APP: Free iPhone and iPod Touch app that provides access to recent articles and a selection of images, audio, and video. 

  
PODCASTS: Download NEJM This Week for a summary of each week’s issue. Each audio summary runs approximately 10–20 minutes and 

provides the most important conclusion from each article. NEJM Interviews are weekly in-depth interviews with a current author. Both podcasts 

are available for free on iTunes. 

 

CONTENT ALERTS: Free weekly emails sent on Wednesday for the Table of Contents (includes article links) and the Resident E-Bulletin (includes 

teaching topics from the current issue). Online First alerts provide immediate notification of articles published online ahead of the print issue. 

 

NEW@NEJM: Learn about new interactive content and features in this free quarterly email. 

 

NEJM RESIDENT 360 
resident360.nejm.org 

 
 

 

NEJM RESIDENT 360: A website and social platform where internal medicine residents can build knowledge and confidence with 

expertly curated resources by NEJM Group editors. Rotation Prep, Learning Lab, Resident Lounge, and Career sections support 

learning by providing valuable teaching and learning tools for a more interactive education. Free access via IP-authentication is 

included with your site license. 
 

Residents can visit https://resident360.nejm.org from a registered IP address to create their free account and access content. 
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TEACHING TOOLS 
 

DEMONSTRATE PROCEDURES 
 

 

 

VIDEOS IN CLINICAL MEDICINE allow you to watch common clinical procedures on your computer or mobile device. Peer-reviewed 

for accuracy and chaptered for easy reference, these videos provide a concise review of the procedure, including preparation, 

equipment, and more. PDF summaries of the procedures are also available for download. 
 

IDENTIFY SIGNS AND CONDITIONS 
 

 

 

IMAGES IN CLINICAL MEDICINE present striking examples of a common clinical presentation along with accompanying text. Two 

images are published each week. IMAGE CHALLENGE helps hone diagnostic skills. Each Image Challenge presents an acclaimed 

NEJM medical image and asks the viewer to make a diagnosis or answer a question. 
 

TEACH DIAGNOSTIC SKILLS 
 

 

 

CASE RECORDS OF THE MGH describes the treatment of an actual case, offering insights into the expert physician’s medical 

decision-making, diagnosis, and treatment options. The Case Challenge feature provides the case description from an upcoming 

C a s e  Record of the MGH — but without the diagnosis. Users vote on the patient’s diagnosis and choose which diagnostic test(s) to 

order. INTERACTIVE MEDICAL CASES allow users to virtually manage an actual peer-reviewed case. View videos, lab results, and  

brief commentaries that explain important concepts. CLINICAL PROBLEM-SOLVING follows top clinicians as they are presented with 

data in stages to simulate a clinical setting. 
 

REVIEW TREATMENT OPTIONS 
 

 

 

CLINICAL PRACTICE articles present a single case, followed by a complete description of diagnostic and treatment strategies, 

therapeutic options, and treatment guidelines. The PRIMARY CARE/HOSPITALIST section is a topical collection on NEJM.org that 

provides access to the most relevant NEJM clinical content. 
 

FIND TEACHING MATERIALS 
 

 

 

The RESIDENT E-BULLETIN is a weekly email with summaries of two current articles that are particularly valuable for teaching. At our 

blog, NOW@NEJM, you will find brief insights into the clinical significance of NEJM content and questions to stimulate discussion. 

CREATE A PRESENTATION 
 

 

 

POWERPOINT SLIDE SETS make it easy to present NEJM articles, figures, and tables. Slide sets are available for Original and Review 

Articles, Case Records of the MGH and Clinical Problem-Solving articles. POWERPOINT IMAGE DOWNLOADS for images, 

illustrations, and tables include title and citation information in the TOOLS section to the left of the article. 

 

OTHER PRODUCTS FROM NEJM GROUP 
 

 

 

NEJM ARCHIVES covers nearly 200 years of medical history (1812–1989) with access to every article NEJM has published. Fully digitized and 

searchable. Available as a one-time purchase in two parts (Part 1: 1812–1944 and Part 2: 1945–1989) 

 

NEJM JOURNAL WATCH ONLINE summarizes and puts into perspective the most important research, medical news, and guidelines across 12 

specialties. An essential resource for busy clinicians and available as an annual site license subscription — learn more at JWatch.org. 
 

NEJM KNOWLEDGE+ for residency programs Extensive question banks, robust reporting, and practice exams make NEJM Knowledge+ an 

efficient, comprehensive learning solution for residency programs. Learn more at http://knowledgeplus.nejm.org. 
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